
WFWG Subcommittee Minutes  

 'Character of the Neighborhood and Its Environment'  

October 9, 2016  4:30pm 

 

I. In Attendance: 

 Liz Kirby (Chair, Jefferson St. neighbor) 

 Erin Grace (Jefferson St., neighbor) 

 Lincoln Oliphant (36th St. neighbor) 

 Donna Oliphant (36th St. neighbor) 

 Nedim Kirimca (36th St. Neighbor, directly across from soccer fields) 

II.  Meeting convened at 4:30pm 

Liz gave out the handouts and explained that their purpose was to help decide what should be 

highlighted for an open house. Comments could be added at the end of the tour. Nedim and Erin asked if 

they could study them and reply later and that was allowed.  Lincoln had nothing to add to the forms but 

did suggest the title of the attachment be changed to "Some Birds and Wildlife living around 

Williamsburg Middle School" because there may be other species seen by others.  

Liz explained the purpose of the two images of the school are to demonstrate how much greenery was in 

the neighborhood and the closeness of many homes to the soccer fields. The image from the WFWG site 

gives a clear view of the homes abutting the soccer fields, which are obscured by the tree canopy in the 

Google Earth image. Donna joined us at this time. 

III.  The tour 

Nedim, Lincoln, Donna and Liz took a tour beginning at the corner of 36th and Jefferson to just past the  

parking lot entrance (at the Discovery School sign). We noted the general width of the forest line. The 

only activity on the soccer fields on this sunny Sunday were a few teenagers in casual play. We walked 

along the forest line towards the baseball diamond and noted how close the eight homes along the edge 

of the school were to the soccer fields. All agreed the forest line offered no mitigation and that the 

attempts to clean up the forest line were worthwhile. As we walked towards the Dell, Liz noted that this 

green space may be diminished for trailers soon. Lastly, we walked towards the main steps and back to 

the Jefferson St. Cul-de-sac. 

IV.  Discussion  after the tour 

Lincoln wanted us to know that last Saturday morning, when he went around the neighborhood to 

collect food for the Arlington Food Bank, he was surprised at the high noise level throughout the area of 

our neighborhood to the west of the soccer fields. 

Everyone agreed that if the fields were lit there could be no guarantee on a time limit because the 

County Board could amend them at a later date. 



There was a discussion on property rights as part of the quality of life in the neighborhood. It was noted 

that ancient common law for civilized societies became a right for every U.S. homeowner and gives 

them the right of quiet enjoyment (within law) and the right of exclusion, allowing them to limit 

trespass.  We talked about hierarchy of values for the County realizing no one knew how property rights 

fell within County priorities. It was suggested by Nedim that every County Board member walk around 

the neighborhood field site area with neighbors.  

Nedim and Erin had concerns that adults on elementary school property at night may not be a good mix. 

Who would clean up after games? Will beer bottles and other undesirable items be left for the 

schoolchildren to view? Are bathrooms open at night, which could be both a benefit and a detriment? 

Questions that were not answered: Nedim asked who owns the field property?  How does APS feel 

about adding lights on their environmentally-oriented property, already compromised, in this group's 

view?   

V.  Conclusion 

Beginning in the evening and continuing through the night, the neighborhood is extremely quiet, dark, 

has very little traffic. There is also an abundance of wildlife that thrives as a result of these conditions.  

Adding lights to the fields at Williamsburg/Discovery would be of detriment to the character of the 

neighborhood, its quality of life and its environment. 

VI. Next Steps  

Incorporate highlights into an open house presentation. Nedim will come to the next WFWG meeting 

and open house. Erin, Lincoln and Donna want to stay informed on the open house and progress of 

meetings. 

Adjourned at 5:37pm 

 

 

 


